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ABSTRACT

The atmospheric water vapor, a main climatic parameter, remains also one of the less well known in the inter
tropical area.  Different space programs have been carried out to improve its measure:  the data provided by
these experimental or operational programs, give an alternate and complementary information the model’s
analysis. Moreover, the time series available today, are long enough to allow studies of variability of different
climatic parameters. The following contribution, dedicated to the climate of the Western Africa, analyses the
atmospheric humidity as retrieved by NOAA8/TOVS12 dated over the last 20 years. The climatology of the
upper tropospheric humidity (UTH13), retrieved from HIRS-121, evidences the importance of the position and
the "strength" of dynamic component such as convergence zone, subtropical high: the relative position and the
intensity of the subsidence linked to the St-Helena anticyclone appear as a key parameters for the quality of the
sahelian rainfall season. Moreover, the integrated water vapor content over the Gulf of Guinea, as extracted
from the NVAP9 data base (blended satellite and radiosondes observations) indicates that water vapor
changes slowly; its inertia may be used for trend analysis : excess or deficit of water vapor coincides with wet
or dry rainy season over the Sahel. Computations of water vapor fluxes for the lower levels (coupling the
TOVS humidity to NCEP7  winds), precise the localization of the monsoon fluxes entry over the western
Africa .
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1.INTRODUCTION

The precision with which the atmospheric humidity is known has an important impact on the resulting
quantification of the energetic exchanges, particularly in the intertropical latitudes (Miller and Al, 1992;
Mondon and Redelsperger, 1996). Various space programs have been carried out to improve the
determination of this parameter. The operational or experimental products, resulting from these programs,
provide observations as an alternative and complementary way to the model. Moreover, the length of the time
series available today, allows studies of variability. The present contribution analyses a NOAA/TOVS data
series, in regard of the sahelian climate over the last twenty years (1979-98).

The objectives are to attempt some relationships between the variability of sahelian rainfall and an analysis of
the water vapor at different levels using :
• such as the water vapor in high troposphere, which give an idea of the relative positions of subtropical
highs and of the ITCZ4;
• the total available water vapor for convective systems  (integrated water vapor content);
• the moisture transportation in coupling of humidity from NOAA/TOVS data to NCEP model winds.
 

 2. DATA
 

 The data used are as follows
• NOAA/HIRS-12 data:  these data come from instrument HIRS/2 (High Infra-red Sounder) of TOVS
instrument; the channel 12 used there is centred at 6.72 µ; the brightness temperatures delivered are
representative of the moisture of the high troposphere; the data provided and calibrated by John Bates (1996),
cover the period from January 1979 to May 1998; the signal is representative of the layer 200-300hPa in the
wet areas (ITCZ) and the layer 300-400hPa in the dry areas (anticyclones);
• NOAA(PRWAT/DAAC10) data : this database issued from TOVS Pathfinder-A program, deliver water
vapor in various layers over the period 1985-1992;
• NVAP9data base: this base is a combination of classical observation of water vapor (by radiosondes) and
water vapor extracted from different instruments on board of satellites (NOAA/TOVS, SSM/I11);  it covers
the period 1988-1994;
• Meteosat water vapor channel (Meteosat-WV): the spectral window, centred at 6.3µ provides date which
look similar to those of HIRS-12; the weighting function of this channel is representative of the level 500hPa;
• NCEP/NCAR6 winds.     
 

 3. UPPER TROPOSPHERIC HUMIDITY ANALYSIS
 

 The HIRS/12 signal can be assimilated to the moisture in high troposphere (Bates,1996). The monthly
climatology which has been realised by Bates, detail the knowledge of the seasonal developments of the ITCZ
and of the subsidence zones ; the most significant situations of the annual cycle for Western Africa have been
extracted and are presented of figure 1. One will note the important longitudinal shift of the core of the
Southern Atlantic subtropical high: its westernmost position is located around 10W in October and moves to
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its easternmost position, reaching the anticyclone of Mascareignes around 40E, during the boreal summer; the
displacement in latitude (Citeau,1992) is of more limited amplitude (from 22S to 15S).
 

 

 

 Figure 1:  Monthly climatology of the HIRS-12 brightness temperatures (K°) over the period 1979-1998
 

 An EOF analysis done over the HIRS-12 anomalies indicates that (figure 2):
• the Southern Atlantic explains 25% of the variability;
• the leading component evidences a zonally extended area, while the 2nd component is centred over the
NE of Brazil:
• all the years with high positive weights for the 2nd component correspond also to the driest observed rainy
seasons of the period over Sahel (1982,83,87,92,97).
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 Figure 2:  EOF scores and weights for anomalies of HIRS-12 (April 79-sept 98)
• at the opposite, the rare wet rainy seasons over the Sahel, during the 1979-98 period are observed when
simultaneously, the leading factor weights are positive and the 2nd EOF weights are negative:
1988,1994,1998,…
• an interpretation can be proposed if we assume that an HIRS-12 map give a representation of the relative
positions of the subtropical highs and of the ITCZ, and also that a better feeding in water vapor of the SW
monsoon flux is linked to a strengthening of the southern branch of the Hadley:

• a westernmost position of the southern Atlantic subtropical high (~over NE Brazil, as in 1983,..), leads
the central part of the ITCZ to stand over a northern position over the Atlantic (~Cabo Verde Islands),
while the eastern side of the ITCZ lies over the Gulf of Guinea countries, i.e. rather south for Sahel
(unfavourable for rain); in addition, when the subtropical high lies over warmer water of the Brazilian
current, oceanic conditions may induce a weakening of subsidence;
• at the opposite, an easternmost position  (~over the Benguela area) of the South Atlantic subtropical
high maintains the ITCZ over the Sahel (better conditions for rainfall);  wetter rainy seasons; in addition, the
cold water of the upwelling of Benguela, are favourable to the reinforcement of subsidence and then to the
reinforcement the water vapor flux feeding the monsoon.

 

 In conclusion, an eastern position of the anticyclone of St-Helene, is favourable to wetter rainy season over the
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Sahel; the opposite situation and conclusion being true. These results, have been yet foreseen in
 a former work using Meteosat-WV data (Citeau,1992); but, the short length of the available time series and
the poor calibration of the WV channel at that time don’t allowed clear conclusion.
 On a theoretical point of view, Khrisnamurti and Kanamitsu (1978) have already shown the importance for
the Indian and African monsoons, of the positions of the dynamical highs and the intensity of the Hadley cell as
inferred from the velocity potential at 200hPa.
 At a slightly lower level, the UTH (HIRS-12) anomalies compared for a dry (1982) and a wet year
(1988), reveal that it is less the availability of water vapor in the ITCZ (close to the mean in 1982), than the
reinforcement of the Hadley circulation (in 1988) as inferred from the meridional moisture gradient in high
troposphere (fig3).
 

 

 Figure 3: Anomalies of HIRS-12 brightness temperatures for a dry year (1982) and a rainy year (1988)
 

 4. SITUATION OBSERVED IN 1999
 

 The situation observed in 1999 agrees with the preceding considerations: from March to August 1999,
the St-Helena anticyclone occupied an eastern and stationary position (on monthly averages) and maintain the
ITCZ over the Sahel: this 1999 year, was one of the particularly rainiest (among the last 20 years).
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 Figure 4:  Monthly mean of Meteosat-WV data for May to September 1999
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 5. INTEGRATED WATER VAPOR CONTENT
 

 It was generally assumed until now, that the atmospheric humidity in the sahelian region was
 always available, and it was more its use which determine the good or poor rainy seasons (Dhonneur, 1974).
The anomalies of integrated water vapor content, observed by satellite data, suggest to precise  that question.

 

 

 Figure 5:  Anomaly of integrated water vapor content (NVAP data from 1988 to 1994)
 

 Over the gulf of Guinea and during the 1988-1994 period, the figure 5 shows the existence of a signal varying
in a monotonous way on rather long periods (from 6 months to a year and a half); the periods of deficits (as
1992) corresponds to drought situations in the Sahel; conversely, positive anomaly of water vapor
corresponds to a rainier year (as 1988); in 1993 and 1994, the return to a more abundant rainfall starts in
1993 in Senegal, but really concerns all the Sahel only in 1994.
 If all other parameters remain stable, the anomaly of water vapor appears in first analysis as a possible
indicator, or at least an element of understanding of the sahelian rainfall anomalies.
 

 6. MONSOON FLUX ANALYSIS
 

 Coupling NCEP wind data to NOAA/TOVS moisture data allows a monitoring of the water vapor
flux feeding the west African monsoon; computations have been done for zonal and meridian components in
the layer 1000-850hPa. The EOF analysis, done on the whole period 1985-1992 leads to following results:
• as expected, a main and permanent entry (1st component) of the monsoon flux in the Gulf of Guinea; the
seasonal variations are weak seasonal;
• superimposed to this signal, another entry appears crossing the guinean coast, around 10N; this signal
exhibits large seasonal variations; the conclusions are similar for both zonal and meridional components; only
the results of the analysis for the zonal component are represented of figure 6.
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Figure 6: EOF analysis of the zonal water vapor flow between 1000 and 850hPa

A future analysis of the anomalies, will allow to go further and maybe to characterise the fluxes for rainy or dry
years.
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7. CONCLUSION

The Noaa-Tovs data allow a regular observation of various and important elements of the West African
monsoon such as the water vapor in different layers, the position, the relative intensity of the subtropical
anticyclones,…The seasonal zonal displacement of the St-Helena high appears quite large on a 20 years
climatological basis; the anomalies of its positions may be related to a good/or poor rainy season in western
Africa. Moreover, the anomaly of integrated water vapor above the Gulf of Guinea, which vary more or less in
a parallel way to the sahelian rainfall anomaly, evidences a monotonous variation over long periods, suggesting
a possible use as a climatic indicator.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
*1 HIRS:  High Resolution Infra Red Sounder Radiation
*2 IRD :  Institut de Recherche pour le Développement
*3ISRA :  Institut Sénégalais de Recherches Agricoles
*4 ITCZ:  Intertropical Zone of Convergence
*5 Meteosat-WV:  Meteosat –Water Vapor
*6 NCAR:  National Center for Atmospheric Research
*7 NCEP:  National Center for Environmental Predictions
*8 NOAA:  National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
*9 NVAP:  NASA Water Vapor Project
*10 PRWAT/DAAC:  Precipitable Water / Distributed Archive Active Center
*11 SSM/I:  Special Sensor Microwave / Imageur
*12 TOVS:  Tiros Operationnal Vertical Sounder
*13 UTH:  Upper Tropospheric Humidity
*14 UTIS:  Unité de Traitement d’Images Satellitaires
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